Abstract. This paper is an examination of special nonlinearities of the Jeffcott equations in rotordynamics. The immediate application of this analysis is directed toward understanding the excessive vibrations recorded in the LOX pump of the SSME during hot-firing ground testing.
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WILLIAM B. DAY housing. The work of Yamamoto did not include cross-stiffness, but a straightforward derivation with this modification is easily obtained. A more limiting gap in his work is the assumption that the response is simply a perturbation of the forcing function. This is tantamount to assuming that one always has the graph of a circle as the solution.
It is shown in this paper that this generally is not the case. Both empirical results by Childs [2, 3] and Gupta et al. [5] and numerical solutions have been helpful in understanding the rotor's motion for the nonlinear problem. This paper extends the earlier work by using analytic expressions obtained from singular asymptotic expansions (method of multiple scales) to quantize the solution.
Section 2 is the formal mathematical development of analytic solutions. This section includes the discovery of the nonlinear natural frequency and proceeds to incorporate it in an asymptotic expansion of the solution. Herein also lies an explanation of why one expects the rotor's motion to be either a circle or an annulus. Section 3 contains numerical examples which verify the theoretical expansions. Typical frequency-response descriptions are also included in this part.
Section 4 concludes with a summary of the paper's applications and directions for future studies.
2. General theory.
2.1. Nondimensionalization. The linear Jeffcott equations which describe the displacement of the rotor center from its equilibrium position in the inertial, Cartesian coordinate system (y, z) are these: my --Csy -Ksy -Qsz + mucc2cosut, (l) mz = -Csz + Qsy -Ksz + muu2 sin cot,
where the shaft of the rotor lies along the .x-axis and m = mass, Cs = seal damping, Ks = seal stiffness, Qs = cross-coupling stiffness of seal, u = displacement of the shaft center of mass from the geometric center, to = angular velocity of the shaft (rad/sec).
For the model to include bearing forces which hold the rotor in position, one adds the terms -Kh[y -yS/Jy2 + z2) + ~ z8/h2 + *2) and -P-Kb[y ~ y»/PT?) -Kh(z -zS/jy2 + z2), respectively, to right-hand sides of Eqs. (1) and (2) . Here, Kh = bearing stiffness, 5 = clearance or deadband between housing and bearing, \i = coefficient of friction between housing and bearing.
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These bearing forces occur only when )Jy2 + z2 >5; otherwise, they are zero. Since /u is nondimensional and typically small, one may regard it as zero without affecting the qualitative results.
Equations (1) and (2) 
z +{Cs/m)z ~{Qs/m)y +(1 /m)[Ks + Kh(I -S/r)]z = tuo2s'mut (4) when r=/y2 + z2 >5; otherwise, Kh = 0. Equations (3) and (4) can be put in nondimensional form using a displacement g and a frequency a. One pair of candidates for g and a would be g = 5, the deadband size, and a2 = Uq = Ks + Kh, the natural frequency of the corresponding linear problem (5 = 0). Thus, using Y = v/g, Z = z/g, and t = a/, the dimensionless equations are these:
where prime denotes differentiation with respect to r and C = Cs/m/a, A = Ks/m/a2, k = Kh/m/a2, B = Qs/m/a2, A = 8/g, R = r/g, E = u/g, and (j> = c0/0. Equations (5) and (6) can be reduced to the following single equation by defining W = Y + iZ:
Furthermore, the polar form of Eqs. (5) and (6) is
where R = (Y2 + Z2)1/2 and 0 = Arctan(Z/y).
The nondimensional Jeffcott equations with deadband and mass imbalance are easily solved numerically using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm. If these solutions are then plotted and analyzed in a power spectral density (PSD) investigation, the resulting graphs provide a direction for initial, analytic descriptions. Guided by these numerical results, we begin again to examine the differential equations; however, this time we investigate the source of the nonlinear (the l/R term) natural (homogeneous equation) frequency. 
then there is a constant value of r (with r > 8) for which (QJCS)2 = Ks + Kh( 1 -S/r). This value of r is denoted by a and the corresponding frequency by /?0 = Qs/Cs. This frequency is labeled the nonlinear natural frequency. Thus, whenever inequality (10) is satisfied, Eqs. (3) and (4) with u = 0 have steady-state solutions y = acos(fi0t) and 2 = asin(/30t).
Notice that 0O = Qs/Cs < (Ks + Kh)l/2 -o)0, the dimensional natural frequency of the linear system. Thus, in considering the general nonhomogeneous problem, it is necessary to be aware of these three-dimensional frequencies: P0 = the nonlinear natural frequency, w0 = the natural frequency, and u = the driving frequency.
Either /?0 or w0 is an appropriate choice for a, the nondimensionalizing frequency. Correspondingly, one would select either a (with /?0) or 8 (with to0) as the base displacement 5.
One final rearrangement of Eq. (7) is made here to emphasize the nonlinear natural frequency:
W" + CW' + kW = f{W) + E4>2 exp(/<J.r),
where k = A + k(l -A/a) -iB and f(W) = kb\\/\W\ -1 /a]W.
2.3. Equivalent problems. In this subsection the forcing function is assumed to have the form F(co)exp(/<o/), where F(u) > 0 (or equivalently F(u) < 0) and F is single-valued for co > 0. The following are special cases of physical interest: a. Mass imbalance. As discussed above, F(w) = uu2 for a mass u. b. Side force. This force may be introduced into the Jeffcott Eqs. (1) and (2) as constant replacements for the mass imbalance. In such cases, Eq. (7) becomes
Thus, a side force is the special case F(u) = constant and w = 0. c. Rubbing. Rubbing contact between a rotor and its housing produces a Coulomb damping force. This force would modify the original Jeffcott equations by the addition of the terms:
KJ\ -8/r)y -pKj 1 -8/r)z + Ksl( 1 -8/r)G and liKjl -8/r)y + Klt(l ~ S/r)z + 8Ksl( 1 -8/r)G, respectively, to the right-hand sides of Eqs. (1) and (2) . Here, G = constant = stator offset in the ^-direction, Ksl = stator stiffness, and n = coefficient of friction, which may not be small. As before, these forces would be included only when r = (y2 + z2)1/2 > 8. On replacing y -G by y, Eq. (7) (and correspondingly its equivalent forms) again occurs but with these modifications:
2. the forcing function E<f>2 expu'^r) is replaced by E(f>2 exp(('<#>T) + (-u2/g2)(G/8).
If the mass imbalance term is omitted, then one may regard the deadband with side force problem and the rubbing problem as equivalent. Notice that the range of values of the parameters for these two problems may not be the same since the rubbing problem includes the possibly nonnegligible term ju(Ksl/g2)(\ -A/r).
2.4. Method of multiple scales. First, one may relate Eq. (7) to Mathieu's or Hill's equation (see Cesari [1] ) except that the periodic coefficient (1 /\W\) is not independent of W. Another approach is to consider autonomous, nonlinear systems, which have been extensively discussed in the literature (see Kubicek and Marek [7] ); however, a transformation to an autonomous system yields no new insight.
The discontinuous derivative in the stiffness, Ks + Kh( 1 -S/r), does not affect our solution within the parameters' allowed value ranges. Similar discontinuities for homogeneous, nonlinear problems have been explored by Dinca and Teodosiu [4] ; however, it is the interaction of the homogeneous solution and the term resulting from the forcing function that causes the interesting behavior in this problem.
Straightforward asymptotic expansions, which lead to the zero-order approximation WQ = Mexp(//?0T) + N exp(//?0T), are not general enough for this problem. We must allow M and (i0 to become functions of time. Either the method of averaging or the method of multiple scales, as described in Nayfeh [8] , is appropriate. 
Equating like powers of e yields £°: D2W0 + CD0W0 + kW0 = £<£2exp(/<f>ro). Thus the fundamental frequency of the nonlinear problem is not fi0 but f3 = y8(l + e/3j + • • • ; however, /3 must reduce to /80 when E<p2 = 0. This frequency shift can account for the phenomenon of "tracking" that has been observed experimentally [3] , Similarly, the frequency y = (j> -/30 that appears in the expression for IH^I should be 7 = <f> -/?. Then 1/\W0\ shows all frequencies ny, and W0/\W0\ shows all frequencies ny ± for n = 0,1,.... This suggests that M has a complex Fourier series of the form 00 £ snexp(inyTl).
Another factor of M must also be included since numerical examples show that M = 0 if E<j>2 is greater than some fixed value. This is similar to the behavior of the van der Pol oscillator (see [8] ). Thus, one may speculate that M has a factor of the form F = 1 /[I + exp^rjrj)] where tj = tj(£<|>2). This would imply that F -* 1 as t -» oc when 77 > 0 and F -» 0 as t -* 00 when 77 < 0. Thus, M looks like The system is made nondimensional using a for the g-displacement and for the a-frequency. With these choices, the constants of this equation value, the solution remains a circle ( Fig. 5d ) with radius |iV| = | £<£2/(-<j>2 + iC<j> + k( 1 -A/|JV|) -,"5)|. Example 2. As described above, one expects either a circle or an annulus at each fixed forcing frequency <f>. Furthermore, near resonance one always finds a circle since the characteristic frequency is entrained by the forcing frequency. Considering that the forcing function is a continuous function of this frequency <j>, it follows that the solution is a circle or an annulus over an interval of the <J>-axis, and that the number of transitions between the two shapes is finite over a bounded portion of the positive <£-axis. Tables I, II, and III Tables I, II , and III are for the three cases E = 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5, respectively. In all three cases, w0 is used as the nondimensionalizing frequency. Each of the three tables describes the response curve by listing the radius of circles or the inner and outer radii for annuli. Furthermore, the frequency y = |yS -co| is given for annuli. The values listed for <#> are every 0.1 except when 1. more refinement is required to bound better the transition point, and 2. less refinement is needed because of small variation in the response at different frequencies. Particular attention should be paid to Table III 4. Conclusions. This paper has shown how vibrations at frequencies which are unexplainable by linear theory can be expected in nonlinear Jeffcott models which consider deadband, side forces, or rubbing. These frequencies and their regions of stability are bounded by parameters of the differential equations. Although the asymptotic analysis is weak in quantizing exactly the frequencies and the corresponding magnitudes, there exist simple numerical methods which may be employed for the desired precision. The analysis, then, serves as a guide in locating nonlinear vibrations, which the numerical techniques then find accurately.
In studying the Jeffcott rotor with deadband or rubbing and sinusoidal forcing (including constant side force), one must consider these three frequencies: (a) the forcing frequency w; (b) the natural frequency u0 of the associated linear problem (deadband = S = 0); and (c) the nonlinear natural frequency fi0. The frequency « depends only on the forcing function; w0 depends only on the system parameters; ft, with its base value fi0, depends on both the forcing function and the system parameters. For a specific set of equation parameters, one can find this nonlinear natural frequency fi0 as the ratio of cross-stiffness to damping.
For a given system and a nonzero, external, sinusoidal force, the y -z response is either a circle at the forcing frequency or an annulus composed of the (major) frequencies co and /? as well as the (minor) harmonic frequencies n(u -/?) + /? for positive integers n.
There are several unanswered questions. First, can one cast this problem as one in bifurcation theory. Second, it would also be nice to know, for a given set of parameters, the exact frequency values at which the response switches between circles and annuli. Based on similar results for the van der Pol oscillator, these transition points should exist as analytic expressions, thereby avoiding numerical iterations.
The asymmetric stiffness problem, which many reports have hypothesized as being the culprit of instability, is vastly more complex than the symmetric case. Preliminary Runge-Kutta solutions show not only that the circle/annulus plots become elliptic and occur with their axes rotated with respect to the y, z axes, but that there may be other shapes and many transition points to consider. These problems, however, greatly extend the model's mimicry of an observed rotor's behavior.
Finally, this paper is also limited to single forcing functions. Realistically, one must consider multiple forcing functions. Superposition will fail for the nonlinear problem, although it may be a first approximation.
Stability for all these problems remains the central focus. Even in the symmetric nonlinear problem with a single driver, it is still an open question of whether the response may move from an annulus to a circle (or vice versa) when it is perturbed.
